1997 suzuki king quad 300

We were unable to complete your request. Please try again later. This part is not compatible
with this. Compatibility information is not available for this item. This listing is for part or
sub-assembly number given below only. The item is sold AS IS! All payments are processed
through eBay. We require payment within 3 days of placing an order. After 3 days an unpaid
item case will automatically open. We reserve the right to change the shipping carrier at no
additional cost to the buyer. FedEx requires a physical mailing address, if a physical address is
not provided we reserve the right to cancel the order. We reserve the right to cancel any order
containing pricing errors. We ship Monday through Saturday. We are located in Norton Hill, NY ,
local pickup is available. These locations may require an additional shipping cost. If your
country is not part of the Global Shipping Program shipping is still available, please contact us
with your postal code for a shipping quote. International packages cannot exceed 44 lbs We
reserve the right to cancel any over weight order. Please understand we do our best to make
shipping affordable; all quotes are calculated based on the item's size and weight. If you are not
satisfied with the condition of the part, please contact us. Once a part has been installed it
becomes ineligible for return. The buyer is responsible for any damage that occurs during
install. We accept returns up to 30 days after payment. The item must be returned in the same
condition it was shown. Skip to main content. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a
new window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens
in a new window or tab. Add to Watchlist. This listing has ended. Ships to:. This amount is
subject to change until you make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping
Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable
customs duties, taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global
Shipping Program terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Visit store. Start of add
to list layer. Add to Watchlist Add to wish list. Sign in for more lists. Dec 05, PST. Calculate
Varies based on location and shipping method. Seller's other items. Similar sponsored items.
Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. My Garage. Go
to My Garage. Please wait. This part is compatible with below vehicle s. This part is compatible
with below vehicle s matching this. A quantity of 2 is recommended. Portions of the information
contained in this table have been provided by duffspowersports. Duffs Powersports
duffspowersports Search within store. Please review the pictures to verify the condition of the
part. Please take the time to read the description and view the pictures thoroughly before
finalizing your order. What you see is what you will receive. This part may fit other years,
makes, and models, we provide the part number and compatibility list to verify it will fit your
model. We are not responsible for parts purchased in error. Back to home page Return to top.
Back to home page. Listed in category:. Email to friends Share on Facebook - opens in a new
window or tab Share on Twitter - opens in a new window or tab Share on Pinterest - opens in a
new window or tab Add to Watchlist. Compatibility: See compatible vehicles. Ended: Dec 05,
PST. Shipping: Calculate Varies based on location and shipping method. Seller:
duffspowersports Seller's other items. Make Suzuki. Model King Qhuad 4x4. Now a days it is
difficult to find ATV's with 4x4 when they are below cc. Single cylinder 4 stroke carb. Equipped
with 4x4 and front and rear cargo racks. Call, email, or come in to Four Wheeling For Less
before this deal is gone! Ask about our Financing OptionsEvery machine we sell goes through a
thorough inspection. This inspection includes checking:ball jointsbushingswheel bearingstie
rod endsall seals in drivetrain and motorbrakescharging systemcooling systemWe have an
in-house notary for a one-stop-shop! Financing Available! Visit Fourwheelingforless. Runs great
and perfect for work around the farm,house and hunting. Model It's in excellent condition used
only for commuting, never seen the dirt aside from crossing some medians every now and then.
Have some extras installed and have all the original parts in a box if you want them. Will be glad
to work with you if you need to ship you set it up and I'll be available. Model KingQuad With lots
of financing options available for all types of credit we will do our best to get you riding. Copy
the link for access to financing. Financing and warranties available on most models for ease of
purchase and peace of mind. Please be aware that additional fees will apply to any added part
or accessory. Prices do not include freight and assembly. Please call for more details. Two and
four-wheel drive modes will help you handle rough weather conditions while completing even
the most demanding chores. The advanced QuadMatic transmission offers smooth power
delivery with impressive torque to help get you to the end of the trail and back. Features
include: The KingQuad ASi features a fuel-injected cc four-stroke, four-valve engine with new
cam profiles and inner structures of the muffler for more powerful and efficient performance.
Suzuki's class-leading fuel injection contributes to smooth power output, especially, in the
mid-to-high range, as well as more consistent cold starts. The fuel injection system uses 3-D
ignition maps for optimum ignition, targeting a responsive yet environmentally efficient
performance. Suzuki Advanced Cooling System SACS with factory-installed oil cooler and

thermostat-controlled cooling fan helps cool engine during hard work or under excessive load.
The KingQuad ASi comes with electric start. A start-in-gear system functional when the rear
brake is applied allows starting the engine without shifting to neutral when conditions warrant.
Its advanced engine-braking system minimizes free-wheeling with the throttle off and helps
control the vehicle during steep descents. The KingQuad ASi shaft drive system is reliable and
durable, and provides nearly maintenance-free operation. A torque-sensing limited-slip front
differential provides maximum traction and light steering effort when in 4WD mode. High-low
selectable sub-transmission helps provide maximum versatility over a variety of terrain. An
automotive gate-type gearshift lever lets you conveniently choose high- or low-range, neutral or
reverse. Suzuki's innovative and exclusive T-shaped seat provides maximum rider mobility
during sport riding and while tackling difficult terrain. Overall length is under 82 inches so
KingQuad ASi 4x4 fits into a 6. A swingarm rear-suspension system with 6. Dual front hydraulic
disc brakes featur. The original Suzuki LT established Suzuki as the first on four-wheels. The
Suzuki KingQuad lineup carries on the tradition of performance that rules. The KingQuad FSi
offers an unrivaled combination of exciting sport performance and hard-working capabilities. So
whether you're tackling a tough job or a tough trail, you'll appreciate its impressive torque and
remarkably wide power band. It also lets you select two- or four-wheel drive operation quickly
and conveniently, which gives it the versatility to handle rough conditions, daunting chores - or
let you enjoy a backwoods getaway. Its aggressive styling also reflects its willingness to take
on tough jobs. With its five-speed transmission and automatic clutch, it combines sporty
performance and convenient operation. Since it's a KingQuad, you're in for an incredible
combination of gutsy performance and lightweight agility. Colors for Terra Green and Flame
Red. Make Honda. Model Rancher 4X4. For parts and accessoris please visit
louispowersportsonline. Grants Pass, OR. Rocky Ford, CO. Carthagena, OH. Ridgefield, WA.
Eaton, NH. Easton, PA. Bucksport, ME. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for
Sale Suzuki King Quad 4x4. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month.
Year Make Suzuki Model ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search. Daily Weekly No
Emails. Submit Cancel. Registration is fast and you can even login with social network accounts
to sync your profiles and content. Could anyone with a king quad verify whether or not the
exhaust header pipe becoming cherry red 1" to 2" from the cylinder is normal while holding mid
throttle position? Temperature will drop and redness disipates upon returning to idle for about 1
min. Anyway, mid throttle is going to be the area most affected by a needle adjusment, and
since you went richer, I think you are probably ok as long as every thing is stock. I know my
friends TRX R gets a little red in the head pipe after a hard ride. It is normal for some machines I
guess. I would keep an eye on the plug, to make sure your fuel mix is ok. Does this happen
when you are riding, or sitting still and holding the throttle open? The red occurs both sitting
still under light to mid throttle, and riding mph max speed. I shut my garage doors allowing
lighting to become dim enough to watch the glow develop, thats when it sits still. I will check
the plug and google plug chop as listed in a previous thread. As long as you are not seeing the
red during the day. If you are seeing it turn red during the day, I would think you are too lean
around mid throttle. The fuel screw is really only going to affect idle and just off idle
performance. Mid throttle mixture is mostly affected by needle taper and position. I think you
are fine, as long as the machine runs ok, I would leave it be and check the plug from time to
time just to see how it is doing. You can post now and register later. If you have an account,
sign in now to post with your account. Note: Your post will require moderator approval before it
will be visible. Paste as plain text instead. Only 75 emoji are allowed. Display as a link instead.
Clear editor. Upload or insert images from URL. Not a member? Suzuki ATV Forum. Facebook
Twitter YouTube Pinterest. Join our Forum! Sign in with Facebook. Sign in with Twitter. Sign in
with Google. Sign in with Microsoft. Reply to this topic Start new topic. Recommended Posts.
Posted April 29, Hey guys, Could anyone with a king quad verify whether or not the exhaust
header pipe becoming cherry red 1" to 2" from the cylinder is normal while holding mid throttle
position? Great Forum! Great People! Link to post Share on other sites. DirtDemon 12 Posted
April 29, Welcome to the site. What year is your Kingquad? We would like to add it to the title.
Thanks Josh, its a 97 King Quad. Thanks, Mike. Stoopidbot1 14 Posted April 29, DirtDemon 12
Posted May 1, Posted May 1, Join the conversation You can post now and register later. Reply
to this topic Insert image from URL. Followers 0. Go to topic listing. Similar Tagged Content. I
am not sure what is wrong with my King Quad. I had a new carburetor put in 6 months ago, just
replaced the fuel pump and added an in-line fuel filter in. I have been trying to fix this quad for a
while now and do not know what is wrong with it. As soon as I drive 10 feet it looses all power, I
mean it is sputtering and doesn't move at all, but when I let off the gas after it sputters it idles
fine. I will attach a video of what it is doing. While cruising, my king quad suddenly shut down.
As it happened, red lights on the display flashed. Any ideas? My head lights suddenly stopped

working about a week ago, if that helps. I have no power at all. Looking for the rectifier. Most
bikes have near magneto. It appears the KQ has it in front. Can someone
2010 acura tl interior
eg civic headlights
crv stereo
tell me exactly where it is? Bike not charging and magneto checks out ok. Universal Quad oil. I
have a gentleman that asked me to service his bayou for him. I have always wondered what oil
should be used in atv engines? What weight should be used in what type of weather? Is there
one kind that I could bulk buy and safely used in any quad I worked on or owned? What about
performance? Engine Life? Altitude issues with quad. Anything I can do to the carburetor in a
quick type adjustment? So I bought a quad runner I'm having some issues an wondering what it
could be I replaced the pet cock valve an the fuel filter an pump inside tank I also put a voltage
regulator on it. The problem I'm having is that when u give it half or more throttle it bogs down
an loses power what could it be the bike is almost like new an cant figure it out any help would
be great. Does anyone have a Suzuki king quad engine that they would sell at a good price? No
registered users viewing this page. Sign In Sign Up.

